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Self-assembly of Comamonas denitrificans:
formation of a living bacterial gel
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Bacterial autoaggregation is a phenomenawidely exhibited by environmental and pathogenic bacterial species
[1]. Autoaggregation is mediated through surface bound and secreted proteins and polysaccharides and can
act as a precursor to surface bound biofilm formation. Aggregation is considered a survival strategy, com-
monly induced by unfavourable growth conditions and low metabolic activity [2]. Polymer bridging and
depletion attraction have been demonstrated to trigger autoaggregation, typically forming structures of com-
pact disconnected clusters [4, 5].

Comamonas denitrificans is a rod shaped filamentous bacterium found in abundance in wastewater environ-
ments which displays highly efficient denitrifying capabilities and exoelectrogenic activity in microbial fuel
cells [6, 7, 8]. Our studies with this bacterium revealed autoaggregation which displays a distinct gelation
phase transition at intermediate volume fractions (ϕ>0.008). In this work we apply multiscale techniques
from the soft matter toolbox to investigate the aggregation kinetics of Comamonas denitrificans. For the first
time we show that bacterial autoaggregation can lead to self-assembly of space spanning fractal networks akin
to attractive colloidal gels. By altering dissolved oxygen conditions during cell culture, we are able to reliably
tune cell aspect ratio distribution and gel porosity creating a controllable living colloidal system. Using optical
microscopy, we study the aggregation dynamics of low and high aspect ratio distributions, in the presence and
absence of bacterial growth and in density matched and mismatched conditions. We compare the bacterial
gel dynamics against Brownian dynamics simulations to further access the impact of aspect ratio distribution
on the bacterial gel connectivity and porosity, and consider the impact of uniform or polar bonding locations.
This work is a first look into self-assembled bacterial ‘living gels’.
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